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Abstract

We investigate thermal transport in three-dimensional graphene aerogel networks at elevated

temperatures. The aerogels are solution-processed from graphene-oxide flakes using amine-based

linkers and then partially reduced to impart stability in the chemical structure at elevated

temperatures. Thermal conductivity of the system is estimated using steady-state electrothermal

technique in vacuum in the temperature interval from30 to 200 °C. The thermal conductivity value is

κ∼0.2W/mKat room temperature, and is found to beweakly dependent on temperature across the

entire temperature interval. To examine themicroscopic origin of this stable response, the thermal

conductivity estimates are complementedwith insights from temperature-dependent transient

electrothermal response.We show that the temperature stable thermal insulation behaviour observed

in this system can be attributed to two factors: point-defect scattering at theflake level from the

remnant oxygen-functionalities which dominates overUmklapp scattering processes, and another

contribution that arises from interfacial thermal resistance betweenflakes. The partial reduction thus

achieves a delicate balance between imparting chemical stability while also retaining the dominance of

point-defect phonon scattering, where the latter contributes to temperature stable thermal

conductivity.

Two-dimensional layeredmaterials can formultralight porous three-dimensional aerogels. These are

candidates for variety of potential applications that include supercapacitors [1], batteries [2], organic solvent

absorbers [3], and electromagnetic wave absorbers [4]. Thermal insulation applications of these aerogels have

also garnered a lot of interest [5–7]. Till now conventional silica aerogels are popularly used for high temperature

thermal insulation applications. Though they possess a small thermal conductivity (κ) of∼ /0.02 W mK at

ambient conditions, they aremechanically very unstable [8]. In contrast, 3D graphene aerogel (GA) constituted

fromgraphene-oxide (GO)flakes possesses very lowdensity and very low thermal conductivity reaching

κ∼4.6×10−3 /W mK in ambient condition [6]. Pore-size and defect density are important parameters that

govern the thermal conductivity in these systems [9, 10].While these 3D networks have comparatively better

mechanical properties than silica aerogels, they lack thermal stability. In the absence of defects, pristine graphene

itself is highly stable up to very high temperatures [11]. The density and nature of oxygen functional groups in

GOflakes evolves with annealing [12], as revealed using infra-red spectroscopy techniques [13] orwith direct

imaging [14]. The confinedwater trapped inGOflakes, which is gradually expelledwith annealing [15], also

participates in the chemical processes such as carbonyl formation during annealing [13]. The hydroxyl (–OH)

functionalities populating the basal plane are the first to be expelled starting at 75 °C followed by the expulsion of

epoxides, carboxyls and ketones at successively higher temperatures of 125 °C, 150 °Cand 175 °C respectively.

For 200 °Cannealing, the hydroxyl and epoxide expulsionwas shown to be complete, whereas the

decomposition of carboxyls and ketones continued even up to 650 °C annealing, while edge ethers are stable up
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to 850 °C.The expulsion of groups also depends on their position in the lattice and for example, at lower

temperatures ( <T 200 °C), the trappedwater initiates formation of oxygen containing free radicals which

preferentially attack edge functional groups rather than those in the basal plane [13]. Complementing insights

have been revealed fromXPS spectra, where there is conversion of C=O toC–Ogroups [16] as well as

corresponding enhancements in electrical conductivity owing to increase in size of sp2-hybridized graphene

islands [17]. Furthermore, the expulsion of oxygen functionalities happens at relatively lower temperatures for

the few-layer thick graphene-oxide flakes as compared to thicker flakes. It follows that graphene-oxide aerogels,

which are composed of interconnected few-layer graphene-oxide flakes, possess a highly temperature-

dependent chemical structure. Annealing therefore causes the physical properties of the aerogels to change

continuously with temperature. In this work, we examine the thermal transport in partially reduced graphene-

oxide aerogels using electrothermal techniques. The partially reducedmaterial is found to be chemically stable

up to the annealing temperature. Interestingly, the thermal conductivity of the aerogel is found to beweakly

dependent on temperature in this elevated temperature interval. The steady-state and transient electrothermal

data are examined to understand the physical origin of this weak temperature dependence.

Here, 3D graphene aerogels (rGA) have been prepared from graphene-oxide (GO)dispersion (Graphene

Laboratories Inc., 4mgml−1) using ethylene diamine (EDA) (SigmaAldrichCo., USA) as a cross-linker by sol–

gel routes followed by super critical drying (CPD,QuorumTechnologies) as reported earlier [18]. EDA served as

the binder for cross-linking theGO sheets to form an interconnected 3D structure. In brief, the required amount

of EDA+DIwater homogenousmixture was dispersed in theGO solution bymechanical sonication (10 min)

followed by continuous stirring for 45 min. Then theGO:EDAdispersionwas transferred to a cylindrical vial

and baked at 95 °C for 8 h to form the interconnected hydrogel. After cooling down,water from the black and

spongy hydrogel was decanted and replaced by solvent exchange process using ethanol as intermediate solvent.

For complete water replacement the solvent exchange process was continued for 4–5 days with repeated ethanol

replacement in 12 h of interval. Graphene-oxide aerogel (GA)was recovered from the ethanol dispersion

without distorting its geometry by supercritical drying using a critical point dryer using liquidCO2 as the

working agent under high pressure [18].Mechanically-stable samples could be realizedwith different GO/EDA

ratio (v/v) ranging from ´0.6 103 to ´1.1 103 with similarmaterial characteristics across the range. Finally,

theGA samples were annealed at 200 °C to obtain the reduced graphene-oxide aerogels (rGA). The annealing

consisted of rampup from room temperature to 200 °C in 30 min followed by holding the temperature for 2 h

and a slow cool down to room temperature.

Wefirst examine the chemical and physical structure, as well as themicrostructure of the samples. From the

scanning electronmicrographs (Model: INSPECTF50) of a representative rGA sample (figure 1(a)) it can be

inferred that the stacks of individual 2D sheets orflakes are well connected to form a 3Dporous network. The

Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) (Micromeritics ASAP 2020) surface area forGA, prior to annealing, was

measured to be 219.2m2 g−1with adsorption average porewidth of 19.2 nm,while the Barrete-Joynere-Halenda

(BJH) adsorption average pore diameter was estimated to be 28.7 nm. Since the porous skeletonmorphology is

largely preserved during the annealing cycle, the estimates for surface area of rGAwill be comparable. These

values are similar to those reported in literature, where BET surface area of 130 to 440m2 g−1have been reported

for graphene oxide and reduced graphene oxide aerogels [9, 19, 20]. TheXRDplots of representative GO,GA

Figure 1.Material characterization of graphene aerogels: (a)Representative SEM image of rGA sample (scale bar is 5μm); (b)XRD
plots of GO,GA and rGA.
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and rGA samples are shown infigure 1(b). In both kinds of aerogel samples, a prominent broad peak around 26°

is revealed corresponding to an average d-spacing of 0.37 nmbetween adjacent flakes of a single stack. This

suggests partial recovery of the planar sp2-hybridized honeycomb structure whenGO is transformed toGA,
since the d-spacings in the parentGO solutionwere about -9 10 Å [21]. In addition, the small peak around 10°

inGA indicates the presence of some oxidised domains in the sample [22]. Fourier transform infrared (Model:

Agilent Cary 600) spectra (seefigure 2(a)) of GOcontains signatures of oxygen-rich groups, in addition toC=C

bonds [23]. Following Acik et al [13], the spectral regions can be classified intoα ( )- -900 1100 cm ,1 β

( )- -1100 1280 cm ,1 γ ( - -1280 1500 cm 1) regions as indicatedwith the colored bands and these are

dominated bymodes arising from ether derivates, ketones and epoxides, respectively with large spectral overlap

leading to broadening. Furthermore, the next two band regions are associatedwith asymmetric vibrational

stretching of C=CalongwithH2Obendingmodes ( -1500 1600 cm−1), ketonic and carboxylic groups
( -1600 1750 cm−1). In comparison toGO, the suppression of these oxygen-rich functionalities inGA can be

ascribed to an EDA assisted reduction process. The suppression of the broad peak around~ 3500 cm−1 in rGA
shows that the partial reduction process limits the ability of the system to hold intercalatedwater under ambient

conditions, when compared to the as-preparedGOfilms [23, 24]. In rGAmost of the functionalities are further

suppressedwhich suggests annealing assisted further reduction in functional groups. There is further expulsion

of the interfacial or confinedwater interleaved between the flakes. TheRaman spectra of representative GA and

rGA samples (withGO: EDA ratio of 0.7×103 v/v) are presented infigure 2(b)which shows twoprominent

bands centred around 1330 cm−1 and 1580 cm−1 corresponding to theD-band andG-band of graphitic
structures [25]. TheD-band arises from the structural disorder and sp3-hybridized carbon atoms in the graphitic

structures whereas theG-band arises from in-plane vibrations of the carbon atoms. TheDband toGband

intensity ratio for rGA sample is lower (~1.97) compared to that for as-preparedGA sample (~ 2.25), which

suggests recovery of the supplemental p p- stacks after thermal annealing [25]. The /I ID G ratio in disordered

graphene or graphitic systems generally follows a non-monotonic trend. The /I ID G ratio initially increases with

defect formationwhen going from graphitic to nanocrystalline forms, and reaches amaximum. Subsequently,

the transition fromnanocrystalline to amorphous form is associatedwith decrease in /I ID G with increasing

defect density [25]. TheRaman spectra of theGA and rGA samples indicate that both samples are in the

nanocrystalline form,which is consistent with the observations fromXRDand FTIR. The temperature

dependent properties of rGA are presented in figure 3 and comparedwith those for GA. TheXRD andRaman

characterization suggest partial recovery of the planar sp2-hybridized honeycomb structure whenGO is

transformed toGA and further recovery of the supplemental p p- stacks after thermal annealing. Figure 3(a)

shows the thermogravimetric (TGA) (Model: SDTQ600) curve of the as-preparedGA and rGA samples.

Between 30 °C and 200 °C, there is a slight weight loss of less than 10% seen in TGAwhich forms a plateau at the

higher temperature. The initial weight loss (<50 °C) can be assigned to the loss of adsorbed gasmolecules,

especially since the aerogels present very large surface area for a given volume. The response at temperatures

above this can be attributed primarily to the expulsion of confinedwater interleaved between the graphene-

oxide sheets, as also revealed fromFTIR spectra. The gradualexpulsion of functional groups is responsible for

the acceleratedweight loss above 200 C.Theweight loss in the temperature range 120 °C–180 °Ccan be

ascribed to the evaporation of the intercalatedwatermolecules alongwith some contribution from loss of

oxygen functional groups inGA [26]. In the annealed sample (rGA), the rapidweight loss after 270 C can be

Figure 2.Material characterization of graphene aerogels: (a) FTIR absorption spectra ofGO,GA and rGA; (b)Raman spectra of
representative GA and rGA samples.
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assigned to the expulsion of the functional groups fromGO sheets activated at a temperature higher than the

annealing temperature. Nevertheless, the annealed sample shows better thermal stability up to 270 C without

much change inweight. It suggests annealing of theGAs improves the tolerance towards high temperature due

to expulsion of functional groups. The trends in theCTE (Model: Dilatometer TADIL 802) presented in

figure 3(b) closely follow the respective in the TGAmeasurements, with one exception: above 180 C, rGA
sample shows shrinkage even as TGAmeasurements suggest no loss of weight up to 270 C.Weconcur that the

primary process responsible for shrinkage of rGA in the interval  - 180 C 250 C is related to a physical

alteration of the porousmorphology rather than being associatedwith large scale loss of functional groups. The

annealing restores the sp2-hybridization at the flake level and is expected to enhance the electronic conduction at

theflake level. TheCTEmeasurements demonstrated profound contraction of theGA samples with increase in

temperature. A steady decrease inCTE of m~ -1.17 m K 1 forGA is observed up to the highest temperature

( 250 C) in this experiment.We attribute this sample shrinkage to the accompanying loss of oxygen-rich

functional groupswhich results in better p p- stacking at the flake level and causes shrinkage at the

macroscopic level. Furthermore, the process is not reversible i.e. decreasing the temperature does not restore the

original dimensions. In comparison, the rGA samples show far superior stability withCTEof m -0.21 m K 1up to

180 C after which the degradation accelerated.Heating the rGA samples to temperaturesmuch higher than the

annealing temperature resulted in the same irreversible response.

We next consider thermal transport in rGA samples based on electrothermal techniques.We consider two

kinds of samples for thermal studies, by choosingGO/EDA ratio as ´0.6 103 (sampleA1) and ´1.1 103

(sampleA2). The physicalmodel for steady-state electrothermal technique (SET) is based on one-dimensional

heat transport which is expressed by a second order differential equation [6].
( )k+ =q 0,d T x

dx0

2

2 where ‘qo’is heat

generated per unit volume due to electrothermal heating, T‘ ’ is temperature, x‘ ’ is the position coordinate. For

samplewith 1D geometry it follows the above equation [6], k =
D

,
q L

T12
0

2

where L‘ ’ is the sample length and DT‘ ’ is

the average temperature rise of the sampleover the time ofmeasurement. Here,DT is calculated from slope of

the -R T plot (Inset offigure 4(a)) and the change in resistance DR‘ ’ due to electrothermal heating as

( )/D = D ´T R R p ,0 where R0 is the initial resistance at time =t 0 in the SETmeasurement and as

( )/=p R ,dR

dT i where R‘ ’i is the resistance of the sample at room temperature. The SETmeasurement is carried

out by sourcing a step voltage (Keithley 6517B) to a linear strip of sample placed between two copper blocks.

Here, it should be noted that the room temperature electrical resistivity of sample A1and A2 are Wm0.16 and

Wm0.28 respectively. The electro-thermal data at each temperature is shown infigure 4(a) for sample

A2 (supplementary file S1 and S2 is available online at stacks.iop.org/MRX/7/105603/mmedia for the

corresponding data for sample A1). The corresponding values for k are obtained from the estimated average

temperature risemeasured at steady-state, using the above formula and the results are plotted infigure 4(b). The

solid thermal conductivities of rGA samples are calculated to be in the same range, /k ~ 0.2 0.04 W mK at

room temperature. For this order of thermal conductivity, the radiation contribution can be neglected, and thus

our calculation is self-consistent with the original assumption used in the differential equation for heat transport

[27].We briefly compare themagnitude of room temperature thermal conductivity obtained in our sample with

literature reports. Low thermal conductivity in a graphene aerogel was reported byTang et al [28] for a system

prepared using chemical reductionwith paraphenylene diamine in the presence of ammonia.However, their

systemhad comparatively higher density of defects as ascertained fromFTIR andTGA studies, and these

contributed to the low value of thermal conductivity. Another notable work fromCheng et al demonstrated low

Figure 3.Comparison of temperature-dependent properties of GA and rGA: (a) thermogravimetry and (b)Thermal expansion
coefficient.
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thermal conductivity∼0.04 W/mK for high-temperature annealedGA and this was attributed to the very fine

pore structure achieved in their systemwith pore size of 3–5 nm [9]. On the other hand, CVDgrown

mesoporousGAhad defect free graphitic structure but the reported thermal conductivity was as high as

-182 349 W/mK [29]. Thus pore size and defect density are important factors governing themagnitude of

thermal conductivity inGA systems. For sample A2,κ is nearly temperature independent throughout the

temperature range, while a slight decrease is observed at the higher temperatures up to 180 ˚C for sample A1. It is
possible that when the systemundergoesmore contraction, then some cracksmay propagate whichmay

diminish the thermal conductivity [30]. It is interesting to note that graphene, and hexagonal boron nitride (h-

BN) based D3 interconnected networks or aerogels have been embedded in epoxy resin or other polymermatrix

to enhance thermal conductivities to values of the order of /-2 5 W mK [31]. In all of these cases, the loading

fraction of the D2 material is typically high, typically between 1 and15%. In contrast to these, rarefied and bare
rGAnetworks studied in this work possess an order inmagnitude smaller thermal conductivity, and they can be

suitable for low-cost thermal insulationwhich is light-weight and temperature stable.

The transient behaviour of the resistance can be used to estimate the diffusivity of the samples at different

temperatures. The average normalised rise in temperature, defined as
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
= -

 ¥ -
T

T t T

T t T

0

0
* is a goodmeasure of

the effectiveness of heat transfer in the sample.T* of the samples plotted infigures 4(c), (d) has been obtained

from the transient region of the electrothermal data using the equation
( ) ( )

( )
= -

-¥
T

R t R

R R

0

0
* where ( )R 0 and ¥R are

the sample resistances, at time =t 0 (before heating) and at steady state (after heating) respectively. The

diffusivity can be found out by fitting the aboveT* versus t curves (figures 4(c) and (d)) to the solution of the heat

transfer equation given by [6]:

⎧

⎨
⎪

⎩
⎪

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦

⎫

⎬
⎪

⎭
⎪
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=
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=

¥

T
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48 1 1 1 exp
,

m

m
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L

4
1

2 2

m
2 2

2

*

where the quantity am is themeasured thermal diffusivity and L is the length of the sample. A representative fit to

the time-dependent room-temperature data for each sample is shown infigure 4(c) and (d). In summary, weak

temperature-dependence for thermal diffusivity was observed for sampleA2,with the valuesfluctuating

Figure 4. (a)Resistance versus time plot for rGA sample A2 at different temperatures (inset shows resistance versus temperature plot);
(b)Temperature stability of versus T for the annealed aerogels for <T 200 C; (c) and (d): T* versus time for the annealed aerogel
samplesA1 and A2 respectively, calculated from the transient electrothermal data at respective temperatures as shown.
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between∼ ´ - -1.9 10 m s5 2 1 to∼ ´ - -2.5 10 m s5 2 1 across the temperature interval. For sampleA1, weak

temperature dependence was observed up to 70 °Cwith value∼ ´ - -1.3 10 m s ,5 2 1 and thereafter diffusivity

increased significantly with temperature, reaching ´ - -3.3 10 m s5 2 1 at 144 °C.At temperatures above 150 °C,

the theoreticalfits for sampleA1 did not faithfully follow the transient data – but the enhancement in diffusivity

was nevertheless evident.

How canwe understand the physical origin of the trends in the thermal properties, and in particular, the

origin of theweak temperature dependence ofκ(T)? Previous studies have looked into thermal transport in

unreducedGAnetworks, but thesewere limited to cryogenic temperatures on account of the lack of chemical

stability at elevated temperatures [6]. On the other hand, heat transportmeasurements on chemical vapor

deposition (CVD) grown graphene foam revealed a strong temperature-dependence for ( )k T ,whose value
increased 5-fold for slightly elevated temperatures [32]. However, our system is chemically distinct fromboth

these systems in terms of the nature and density of defects– the former systemhas a very high defect density while

the latter is amesoporous system chemically closer to being graphitic in nature.We begin by noting that the

presence of functionalities inGO significantly alters the thermal transport at theflake level. It is well known that

the thermal conductivity of graphite or graphene show characteristic /T1 dependence due toUmklapp

scattering at high temperatures after achieving a peak value of thermal conductivity below room temperature

[33]. In contrast to graphite and graphene, the in-plane thermal conductivity of GOfilms as well as rGO films

remainsweakly dependent on temperature in the high temperature interval [34]. The total phonon scattering

rate in that bulk (non-aerogel) system is a linear sumof the scattering rates fromUmklapp scattering, point

defects and sp2 cluster edges, followingMatthiessen’s rulewith low energy acoustic phonons being the dominant

heat carriers. The presence of the remnant oxygen-rich functionalities in reduced graphene-oxidemakes the

point defect scattering contribution dominant and this contribution hasweak temperature dependence. It is not

until these bulkGOfilms are reduced at 1000 °C that the point-defect concentration reduces to a small value and

Umklapp scattering begins to dominate at elevated temperatures, resulting in /k ~ 1 T dependence

characteristic of graphite or graphene at such temperatures [33]. In the absence of interfacial effects, the thermal

conductivity in aerogels is proportional to the bulk or particle level thermal conductivity and a geometric factor

that accounts for the fractal nature of the porous skeleton [34]. The in-plane thermal conductivity of rGO films is

in the range of /-15 20 W mK [33], and this value is found to be lower by a factor of100 in ourwork due to the
formation of an ultralight porous network in rGA. Since the rGAnetwork is composed of rGO flakes reduced at

200 °C, and the thermal conductivity at theflake level is weakly temperature-dependent, it follows that the

aerogel would also have the sameweak temperature-dependence.While theweak temperature-dependent ( )k T
can be explained by point defect scattering alone, it needs to be examined if interfacial thermal resistance also

contributes to the same. Towards this end, we considered the transient electrothermal data, where themeasured

diffusivity is found to beweakly-dependent on temperature throughout the range (sampleA2) orweakly-

dependent but increasing after 100 oC (sampleA1). By considering themicroscopic flake-level and interfacial

processes, / /k k= + R1 1eff i where keff is the effective thermal conductivity,κi is the intrinsic thermal

conductivity at theflake-level andR is the interfacial thermal resistance between overlapping flakes forming the

network.Multiplying both sides by /rC1 p where ρ is the aerogel density and ( )C Tp is the specific heat, we obtain

an expression relating effective and intrinsic (flake-level)diffusivities at themicroscopic level:

/ / /a a r= + R C1 1 .eff i p Of the two terms on the right-hand side, the former is an increasing function of

temperature since /a k r= Ci p where the numerator is weakly-dependent on temperature while the specific

heat of all graphitic systems increases with temperature in this interval on account of excitation of additional

phononmodes. Since interfacial thermal resistance can also beweakly-dependent on temperature [6], the

second termdecreases with temperature on account of the specific heat. Themicroscopic effective diffusivity,

a ,eff is thus a sumof two factors with opposing temperature-dependences, and this can help to reconcile the

weak-temperature dependence inferred for diffusivity for sampleA2 and also for sampleA1 up to~100 oC.To

summarize the discussion, when the steady-state and transient electrothermal data are considered together, we

infer that both point-defect scattering and interfacial thermal resistance contribute to theweak dependence of

thermal conductivity, while any one factor alone is not sufficient to explain the thermal diffusivity trends.

3D porous structuresmade from interconnected unreduced graphene-oxide are known to possess very low

thermal conductivity, although their physical properties changewith temperature as functional groups are

eliminated. Partial reduction imparts a stable chemical structure at elevated temperatures, even as the remnant

functionalities ensure that point-defect phonon scattering at the flake level dominates overUmklapp processes.

This, together with interfacial thermal resistance between flakes forming the network contributes to theweak

temperature-dependence of the scattering process. Tuning the point-defect density and interfacial bonding can

be useful strategies to obtain systems that are both ultra-light aswell as temperature-stable thermal insulators.

These concepts can also be generalized to other 3D porous structuresmade from layered two-dimensional

materials.
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